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Installing Mbed OS Nano boards

We will go through a few simple steps on installing the core needed for Mbed OS Nano boards. 
This installation is necessary to use your board with the offline Arduino IDE.
If you are using the Web Editor, you can follow the getting started with the Web Editor tutorial.
Boards using the Mbed core Arduino Nano 33 BLE, Arduino Nano 33 BLE Sense, Arduino Nano 
RP2040 Connect

When we open the editor, we will see an empty sketch.

Here we need to navigate to Tools > Board > Board Manager.
This will open up a new window, with all available cores. Find the one named Arduino Mbed OS 
Nano Boards and install it.

https://docs.arduino.cc/static/618ff556c0532f3d2996ed47a7a20689/29114/install_mbed_img01.png
https://docs.arduino.cc/static/7b971f21a2676a06b2f13cd4770635ae/29114/install_mbed_img03.png


This process may take may take several minutes, and you may need to accept the installation 
window that comes up (depending on your operative system). When it is finished, it should say 
"INSTALLED" under the title.

Exit the board manager, and go to Tools > Board > Arduino > Arduino Mbed OS Nano 
Boards. Here you can see all the Mbed boards listed, where you can select the board you are 
using. You have now successfully installed the core.

https://docs.arduino.cc/static/fbc1aa7f283646cdad3f0942fc32615b/29114/install_mbed_img04.png


Now, let's make sure that our board is found by our computer, by selecting the port. Regard-
less what kind of program we are uploading to the board, we always need to choose the port 
for the board we are using. This is simply done by navigating to Tools > Port, where you se-
lect your board from the list.

This will look different depending on what kind of operative system you are using.
For Windows users, it could look like this:

<COM14> (Arduino Nano BLE)

For MAC users, it could look like this:

/dev/cu.usbmodem14112 (Arduino Nano BLE)

https://docs.arduino.cc/static/c6a13762a03a146cad975d48285fd084/29114/install_mbed_img05.png


You are now ready to start using your board! The easiest way to check that everything is 
working, is to upload just a simple blink example to your board. This is done by navigating to 
File > Examples > 01.Basics > Blink.

To upload the sketch, simply click on the arrow in the top left corner. This process takes a few 
seconds, and it is important to not disconnect the board during this process.

When the code is uploaded, the text "Done uploading." is visible in the bottom left corner.
If you look closely at your board, you will notice an orange LED blink with an interval of one 
second. This means you have successfully uploaded a program to your board.
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